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ABSTRACT 
The usual ordering of linear experiments was induced by estimation of some scalar 
parameters under quadratic risk. New orderings, based on estimation of vector 
parameters under quadratic and matrix risk, respectively, are defined and considered 
here. © 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The usual ordering of linear experiments was induced by estimation of 
some scalar parameters under quadratic risk (see e.g. Stgpniak, Wang, and 
Wu, 1984, or Torgersen, 1991, Section 8.1). A nice property of the ordering 
has been shown by St~pniak and Torgersen (1981). Namely, the ordering of 
general inear experiments involving unknown variance-covariance compo- 
nents reduces to the same problem for simpler ones with known variances 
and covariances. 
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In practice we deal not with a scalar but with a vector parameter. Then a 
natural tool for selection of statistical rules may be matrix loss (see Shinozaki, 
1975; Rao, 1976; Baksalary and Markiewicz, 1989; and Lin and Yong, 1993). 
However, some people fear its complexity. We make an effort to shed some 
light on the nature of the problem, especially in the context of comparison of 
linear experiments. 
New orderings of linear experiments for estimation of vector parameters 
under quadratic and matrix risk, respectively, are considered here. It is shown 
that the first one coincides with the usual ordering while the second one is 
expressed in the terms of the usual ordering applied to some multivariate 
extensions of the initial experiments. This completes the result by St~pniak 
and Torgersen (1981) and may stimulate further esearch. 
2. DEFINITIONS, NOTATION, AND KNOWN RESULTS 
Throughout this paper the usual vector-matrix notation is used. In particu- 
lar, by R" is denoted the space of n × 1 vectors. The symbols M' and 
vec M, where M is an n × m matrix, stand respectively for its transposition 
and for the nm-vector composed of its columns. Moreover, if M is a 
quadratic matrix, then tr M denotes its trace, while the symbols M t> 0 and 
M > 0 mean respectively, that M is nonnegative definite (n.n.d. for short) 
and M is positive definite (p.d. for short). 
Let X be a random vector in R" such that EX=A/3  and CovX= 
•q=lOriVi , where A is a known n x p matrix, V a . . . . .  Vq are known symmet- 
ric n.n.d, matrices of order n, and /3 and o" 1 . . . . .  O'q are unknown. It is 
assumed that the parameters 13 and o" = (o-1 . . . . .  %)' run independently 
over the space R e and the product [0, oo)q, respectively. Then we shall say 
that the random vector X realizes the linear experiment .~(A/3, ~2q=lo-,V t) 
[for short: X ~.~(A/3, Eo-Yi)]. 
Now let us consider a two linear experiments .~(A/3, Eo 'y  i) and 
..~,Ca(B/3, Eo-iW~) with the same parameters /3 and o- but with possible 
different sample spaces, say R n and R m. 
DEFINITION 1. Let -~l =S¢(A/3, EO-tVi) and _W~, =.~(B/3, Eo-iWi) be 
experiments realized by random vectors X ~ R" and Y ~ R '~, respectively. 
Then £~'1 is said to be at least as good as _W 2 w.r.t, scalar estimation under 
quadratic risk (notation: _W 1 >-Sa2) if for any parametric function $ = 
g,(/3, or) and for any linear functional d'Y there exists a linear functional f 'X  
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E( f 'X  - ~)2 <~ E(d'Y - ~)z 
for all /3 ~ R e and o" ~ [0, oo)q. 
In the next section we need 
(1) 
LEMMA 1 (Stgpniak, 1983). The following are equivalent: 
(a) -~1 >'-~2- 
(b) For any linear functional d'Y there exists a linearfunctional f 'X  such 
that E(f 'X)  = E(d'Y) and var(f 'X) ~< var(d'Y) for all /3 ~ n P and tr 
[0, ~)q. 
A nice property of the ordering >- has been shown in Stgpniak and 
Torgersen (1981). It can be stated briefly as follows. Given linear experiments 
Sa(A/3, EtrtV~) and .~'(B/3, E~iWi) with unknown variance components 
o" 1 . . . . .  o.q, let us consider their subexperiments S¢(A/3, V~) and S¢(B/3, W~) 
with known matrices V~ = EtriV i and W~ = EtriW t obtained by fixing the 
vector tr = (tr 1 . . . . .  trq)'. 
THEOREM 1. The following are equivalent: 
(a) .~'(A/3, Eo.,V,) >-Sa(B/3, 2cqW~), 
(b) -~(A/3, g,) >- c-~(B/3, W~) for any ~r ~ [0, ~)q. 
In the context of experiments with known covariances the following 
theorem may be useful. 
THEOREM 2 (Stgpniak, Wang, and Wu, 1984, Theorem 1). The following 
are equivalent: 
(a) .~(A/3, V) >-.~a(B/3, W); 
(b) A'(V + AA ' ) -A -  B'(W + BB')-B is n.n.d., where - denotes a 
generalized inverse. 
There are some connections between the ordering >- and the notion of 
linearly sufficient statistic introduced by Drygas (1983) (see also Oktaba, 
Kornacki, and Wawrzosek, 1988). For these connections we refer to St~pniak 
(1987). 
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In the sequel we shall consider such orderings of linear experiments 
which result from estimation of vector parametric functions under quadratic 
and matrix risk, respectively. 
DEFINITION 2. Let -~l =-~(A~,E~iV i )  and -~2 =.~(B/3, Eo]W~) be 
experiments realized by random vectors X E a n and Y ~ a m, respectively. 
Then Sal is said to be at least as good as .~:  
(a) w.r . t ,  k-vector estimation under  quadratic risk, where k > 1, if for 
any parametric function • = C'~, where C is a p x k matrix, and for any 
m x k matrix D there exists an n x k matrix F such that 
E{(F 'X  - ~) ' (F 'X  - ~)} ~< E{(D 'Y  - ~) ' (D 'Y  - ~)} (2) 
for all /3 ~ R e and o" ~ [0, ~)q; 
(b) w.r . t ,  k-vector estimation under  matrix risk (for short: .2al bSa2) if 
for any parametric function • = C'fl, where C is a p x k matrix, and for 
any m x k matrix D there exists an n x k matrix F such that 
E{(D 'Y  - ~) (D 'Y  - ~)'} - E{(F 'X  - ~) (F 'X  - ~)'} (3) 
is nonnegative definite for all /3 ~ R e and or ~ [0, oo)q. 
It is evident hat (2) =* (1). Moreover, since E{(F 'X  - ~) ' (F 'X  - ~)} = 
E tr{(F 'X - ~) (F 'X  - ~)'} = tr E{(F 'X  - ~XF 'X  - ~) '} ,  we get the im- 
plication (3) =* (2). In the next section we shall show some further connec- 
tions between these three orderings. 
3. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE ORDERINGS 
First we shall show that linear estimation of a vector parametric function 
in a linear experiment .~ = Sa( A/3, V) under quadratic risk reduces to the 
same problem for a scalar parametric function ~b in a corresponding multi- 
variate experiment. 
Let X ~ R n be observation vector in the experiment .~. For a given 
parametric function • = C'/3, where C is a p × k matrix, let us consider a 
linear estimator ~t = F'X,  where F is an n × k matrix. Moreover let F be a 
p.d. matrix of order k. Then the F-weighted mean squared error (WMSEr) 
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of x~ may be presented in the form 
WMSEr(X~ ) = E{ ( F'X - C'13 ) ' r (  e 'x  - C'/3)} 
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= tr(FF'VF) + [3'(F'A - C')'F(F'A - c')[3. (4) 
Thus we get 
COROLLARY 1. 
= 
In the further considerations we need the following 
LEMMA 2 (Mac Rae, 1974). 
(a) For any matrices A, B and C such that the product ABC is defined, 
vec(ABC) = (C' ® A) vec B, (5) 
where ® denotes the Kronecker product of matrices. 
(b) For any matrices A and B of the same dimension, 
tr(A'B) =(vec A)' vec B. (6) 
WMSEr(~) is bounded for all [3 ~ R e if and only if 
Now let us consider a k-variate xperiment c.~(I k ® A)O, F ® V], where 
F is a symmetric p.d. matrix of order k and 0 runs over the pk-dimensional 
space R pk. One can state 
PROPOSmON 1. Let X and Z be random vectors in R n and R "k, 
respectively, such that X ~.2a( A[3, V)  and Z ~ c.~( I k ® A)O, F ® V ]. Then, 
for an arbitrary p × k matrix C and an arbitrary n x k matrix F: 
(a) F'X is an unbiased estimator of C'fl if and only if (vec F)'Z is art 
unbiased estimator of (vec C YO. 
(b) I f  ~ = F'X is an unbiased estimator of C'[3, then 
WMSEr(~ ) = var[(vec F)'Z]. 
(c) I f  4g is a linear unbiased estimator of xtt = C'[3 and 
W SE (,b) WMSE (,b) 
for all [3 ~ R e, then also 4? is an unbiased estimator of ~. 
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Now we are ready to prove 
THEOREM 3. For arbitrary linear experiments SPl =Sa(A/3, E~r~V i) and 
-~2 =Sa(B/3, E~riWi) the following are equivalent: 
(a) -~1 is at least as good as -~2 w.r.t, k-vector estimation under 
quadratic risk. 
(b) .c.~(I k ® A)O, Eo'i(I k ® V~)]] is at least as good as Sa[(Ik ® 
B)O, Ecri( I k ® W~)] w.r.t, scalar estimation under quadratic risk. 
(c) -~1 is at least as good as -2~2 w.r.t, scalar estimation under quadratic 
risk. 
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) follows immediately by Lemma 1, 
Theorem 1, and Proposition 1 with F = I k , while the equivalence of (b) and 
(c) follows by Theorems 1 and 2, taking into consideration that 
(I~ ® x) [ I~  ® v + (I~ ® a)( I~ ® a ' ) ] -  (I ,  ® a)  
= z~ ® [A ' (V  + aa') A], 
In the further consideration we need also the following elementary 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3. For a given symmetric matrix S of order k the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) S is nonnegative definite. 
(b) tr(SF) >/0 for any symmetric n.n.d, matrix F of order k. 
(c) tr(SF) >/0 for any symmetric p.d. matrix F of order k. 
REMARK 1. The lemma says that the cone of symmetric n.n.d, matrices 
of order k coincides with its dual cone in the space of all k × k symmetric 
matrices relative to the inner product [S 1, S 2 ] = t r (S1S2) .  
Now for arbitrary linear experiments -~i =Sa(A/3,~criV,) and Sa2 = 
.W(B3, Ecr~W~) let us consider their k-variate extensions ~1 =-~a[(Ik ® 
A)O, ~.F~ ® V~] and g~2 =-W[(Ik ® B)#, EF t ® W~], where # and F~, i = 
1 . . . . .  q, run independently over  R pk and the cone of symmetric p.d. 
matrices of order k. We shall prove 
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THEOREM 4. The following are equivalent: 
(a) Sal is at least as good as -~z w.r.t, k-vector estimation under matrix 
risk; 
(b) ~l is at least as good as g'2 w.r.t, scalar estimation under quadratic 
risk. 
The proof of the theorem is proceeded by a preliminary result. 
Consider some auxiliary experiments g~' =.E~(I k ® A)O, Ecri(F ® V~)] 
and ~* =.E~[(I k ® B)0,~cri(F ® Wi)], where F runs over the cone of 
symmetric p.d. matrices of order k. Let X, Y, Z 1, and Z 2 be random vectors 
in R n, R m, R ~k, and Rm k realizing the experiments -~1, -~a2, ~'~', and ~'~', 
respectively. In the proof of Theorem 4 we need 
PROPOSITION 2. The following are equivalent: 
(a) Sal is at least as good as -~2 w.r.t, k-vector estimation under matrix 
risk. 
(b) For each m × k matrix D there exists an n × k matrix F such that 
E(F 'X)  = E(D'Y)  and WMSEr(F'X) ~< WMSEr(D'Y)for  all p.d. matri- 
ces F of order k. 
(c) For each m × k matrix D there exists an n × k matrix F such that 
E{(vec FYZ 1} = E{(vec D)'Z~} and var{(vec FYZ 1} <<, var{(vec DYZ2}. 
(d) ~ '  is at least as good as ~ w.r.t, scalar estimation under quadratic 
risk. 
Proof of Proposition 2. The equivalence (a) ¢* (b) follows by Definition 
2 via Lemma 3 and Corollary 1, while the equivalences (b)¢~ (c) and 
(c) ~ (d) follow by Proposition 1and Lemma 1, respectively. • 
Proof of Theorem 4. It follows directly by Proposition 2 via St~pniak and 
Torgersen (1981, Theorem 1). 
In the special case when Sal and -~2 are experiments of Gauss-Markov 
type Theorem 4 leads to 
THEOREM 5. The following are equivalent: 
(a) .~(A/3, ~rV ) is at least as good as Sa(B/3, ~ W ) w.r.t, scalar estima- 
tion under quadratic risk, 
(b) Sa(A/3, ~V)  is at least as good as .2~(B~, ~rW) w.r.t, k-vector 
estimation under matrix risk for every k > 1. 
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eroof. 
and St~pniak, Wang, and Wu [1984, (1)'] by setting U = F ® Ip. Then 
(t~ ® A)'[F ® V + (Ik ® a) (V ® Zp)(Ik ® A)']- (I  k ® A) 
= (tk ®x) [ r  ® v+ r ® (aa ' ) ] -  (Z~ ®A) 
= (Z~ ® a ' ) [ r  ® (v  + aa ' ) ] -  (/~ ® A) 
= r - ' [x (v  + aa ' ) -a ] .  
This implies the desired result. 
We only need to use St~pniak and Torgersen (1981, Theorem 1) 
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